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To: Gregg Mandsager, City Administrator

CC: Nancy Lueck, Finance Director
Cinda Hilger, Secretary

From: Jon Koch, WRRF Director

Date: August 8, 2019

Re: Camera System Upgrade and Expansion

INTRODUCTION: The City has received two estimates from FSS Incorporated for the
upgrade and expansion of the existing camera system at the WRRF and Transfer
Station/Recycling Center (TS/RC). The total project estimate is $46,111.47 for new cameras,
resetting old cameras, computer upgrade and server programming. Now is the time to purchase
and install this system as we solicit customers for the MARRVE project that require verification
of product destruction and safe storage. This is being bid outside of the construction contract (the
current list of items outside of the contract is attached).

BACKGROUND: The WRRF has had a camera system since 2011 to secure the front off
loading area and front entrance. The system was installed and is maintained by FSS
Incorporated. When camera or software upgrades are needed, FSS Inc. is contacted as they have
the plans for our system and know how it was installed and programmed. Now that we are
installing new cameras and upgrading the server, FSS is the only company capable of taking the
current system and tying it to new equipment; therefore, we did not bid this job for someone to
start over. While they may have been able to utilize existing cameras they would not have had
the knowledge of our current system. FSS Inc. maintains the camera system for most City
installations.

The TS/RC does not currently have any cameras installed. There are currently five cameras at the
WRRF. This will give seven cameras to the TS/RC areas and five to the WRRF. Staff and clients
will be able to access the cameras via the internet to verify product destruction and safe storage.

While this is only an estimate, FSS Inc. has historically come in under their estimates and always
informs staff when and if we are getting close to going over. The issue of setting a hard bid
number is in the programming and software integration. Until they start programming they won't
know exactly what time is required. They know they are not to exceed the estimate.

RECOMMENDATION/RATIONALE: Staff recommends proceeding with the upgrade and

"I remember Muscatine for its sunsets. I have never seen any

on either side of the ocean that equaled them" — Mark Twain
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